
Morning messages for April 4th to 8th     

Monday:
Good morning White Tigers!
Today we will be working on spelling unit 17. It has words with the /oo/ (like in 

spoon) and  /oo/ (like in wood) sounds. The /oo/ sound is harder and longer than 

/oo/. Let’s read the words and decide what sounds they have.

spoon, wood, drew, smooth, blue, balloon, flew, true, stood, chew, tooth, shook, 

shoe, move, blew, foot, loose, jewel

Let’s stay focused and finish all unit 17 spelling exercises!
 
Tuesday:
Dear White Tigers
Today we will do our morning greeting and spelling game first. They you will read 
the rest of this message and you will find the countries in your atlas.

Where Am I? Name the country
1. 38°N, 77°W United States (Washington, D.C)
2. 1°N, 104°E  Singapore (Singapore)
3. 48°N, 123°W Canada (British Columbia)
4. 31°N, 121°E China (Shanghai) 
5. 51°N, 0°W United Kingdom/England (London)
6. 33° S, 18° E South Africa (Cape Town)
7. 22°S, 43°W Brazil (Rio de Janeiro)
8. 42°N, 87°W United States (Chicago)
9. 35°N, 139°E Japan 

Wednesday:
Good morning everyone:
Grammar review:  Find the nouns, verbs, articles, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, 
prepositions and conjunctions in the following sentences:
The large bottle is in the paper bag.
I have a sharp knife to cut crisp vegetable.
She ate her delicious breakfast quickly but she was late for school.
Let’s stay focused and work well today.



Thursday:
Dear White Tigers
How about some math Jeopardy!!!!

The minute hand is on the 9 and the hour hand is closer to the 5 than the 4 (4:45)
9 x 9 (81) 8 x 7 (56) 9 x 7 (63) 6 x 6 (36) 7x 7 (49) 8 x 8 (64) 6 x 8 (48)
12 x 12 (144) 11 x 11 (121) 10 x 10 (100)
It takes 1,000 metres to make one of me (km)
It takes 10 cm to make one of me (dm)
It takes 10 mm to make one of me (cm)
It takes 1,000 milliliters to make one of me (litre)
It takes only 1 kg to make 1,000 of me (gram)
I am the name of a 5 sided figure (pentagon)
Figures that have the same size and shape (congruent)
I am the distance around a figure (perimeter)

Have a super day!

Friday: 

Dear white tigers
Let’s start to write a poem together using our spelling words and the spelling 
sounds /oo/ and /oo/.
We will write a poem called a couplet. A couple – meaning two – lines put together 
that rhyme. It should also be a compete thought or tell the full story. The lines 
should have the same number of syllables. 
For example
My favourite thing to do is play,
This is how I will spend my day.

Let’s have some fun!


